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	Use Excel 2010 VBA and macros to automate virtually any routine task, and save yourself hours, days, maybe even weeks. Then learn how to make Excel do things you thought were simply impossible! This book reveals scripting techniques you won’t find anywhere else and shows you how to create automated reports that are amazingly powerful and useful. It helps you instantly visualize information so you can understand and act on it. It also shows you how to capture data from anywhere and use it anywhere, and helps you automate Excel 2010’s most powerful new features. Learning advanced Excel scripting has never been easier. You’ll find simple, step-by-step instructions, real-world examples and case studies, and 50 workbooks packed with bonus examples, macros, and solutions, straight from MrExcel.


	 


	• Work efficiently with ranges, cells, and R1C1-style formulas


	• Build super-fast applications with arrays


	• Customize the Excel 2010 Ribbon to run your macros


	• Write Excel 2010 VBA code that works on older versions of Excel


	• Create custom dialog boxes to collect information from your users


	• Use error handling to make your VBA scripts more resilient


	• Use Web queries to import data from virtually any online source


	• Master advanced techniques such as classes and collections


	• Use Excel VBA to control other Office programs…even control Windows itself,


	via the Windows API


	• Create add-ins to share or sell your programs


	 


	About MrExcel Library: Every book in the MrExcel Library pinpoints a specific set of crucial Excel tasks and presents focused skills and examples for performing them rapidly and effectively. Selected by Bill Jelen, Microsoft Excel MVP and mastermind behind the leading Excel solutions website MrExcel.com, these books will


	 


	• Dramatically increase your productivity—saving you 50 hours a year or more


	• Present proven, creative strategies for solving real-world problems


	• Show you how to get great results, no matter how much data you have


	• Help you avoid critical mistakes that even experienced users make
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Gods and Goddesses in Greek MythologyEnslow Publishers, 2001

	The word myth comes from the Greek word mythos, which means “story” or “speech.”1 Myth is often the word used to describe a story that explains events or objects that occur in nature, such as the creation of certain flowers or animals, the location of deserts or oceans, and even the origin and cycle of the seasons....
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Foundations of ITIL V3Van Haren Publishing, 2007

	Foundations of IT Service Management based on ITIL has become the industry classic guide on the topic of ITIL. Over the years this authoritative itSMF guide has earned its place on the bookshelves and in the briefcases of industry experts as they implement best practices within their organizations.


	This 2007 version has now...
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The SAP R/3 Guide to EDI and InterfacesMorgan Kaufmann, 2000
Contents include Interface Technologies in R/3, concepts of IDocs, predefined IDocs, developing IDocs solutions, timing and triggering interface processing, Internet, automated distribution with ALE, automated business with workflow set up, and more.

   With this book find out why:
	EDI projects with R/3 would often cost...
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The Twitter BookO'Reilly, 2009
"Media organizations should take note of Twitter's power to quickly reach their target consumers." --Tim O'Reilly (@timoreilly), in a Los Angeles Times interview, March 2009
 This practical guide will teach you everything you need to know to quickly become a Twitter power user. It includes information on the latest third party...
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Patterns: Broker Interactions for Intro and Inter-Enterprise (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook concentrates on distributed application integration using the Process-focused Application Integration:Broker application pattern for intra-enterprise, and the Extended Enterprise:Exposed Broker application pattern for inter-enterprise.

The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be used to...
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Red Hat Linux Bible: Fedora and Enterprise EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Use this comprehensive guide to harness the power of Red Hat Linux on a server, desktop, or laptop computer. Coverage includes desktop and server basics, simple, painless installations, Linux Shell, using VmWare, VNC, and more.

If Red Hat Linux can do it, you can do it too…

With Red Hat Linux separating into the open source...
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